LITERARY COMPANION
Palaeo Siberian Family of languages now
considerably on the decline spoken in north
eastern Siberia inrt including Chukchee Koryak
and Giljak 4.mu of the southe-n Sakhalin
may b long to this group which shows some
simil inties to native languages of North America
LANGUAGES	M4S
Russian The major langnar e of the TJ fc S R
is the mother tongue of over 80 per cuit 6F the
B S F & f a 12o million inh-b t Jits It is the
official language throughout the Soviet tlnion
and as such is extensively propagated at aU
levels of education dJ though the native languages
of most minontv groups pre aKo legillv retog
msed Discounting Bj elo Russian and TTkrain
ian wmch are dist-BGt language1) speakers of
lussian number at least 160 million Russian
proper may be said to date from the llth cent
The standard is Muscovite and the language is
written m Cyrillic =cnpt
denotes a group of dialects of which Hindustani is
the principal member It 13 written in the
Devanagan cnpt but has a variant Urdu mitten
in Arabic script and considerably influenced bj
Arabic and Pernun vocabul jip Tliere are close
on 170 million speakers of Hindi/Urdu Tnc
nettR^ity of establishing an official medium was
emphasibed by the fact that ac^ordirg to the lr6l
census the number of linkages and dialect
spoken in India amounted to 1 0o2 Hindi is an
Indo Iryan language of the Indo European family
re'ited to Persian and more di tantly to the
m joi ty of European language^, It is a modern
i condon of Sanskrit the literary language of
the \ edic scriptures
Urdu and Bengali are the two state languages of
Pal i->t -n English, con mue to be the ofticial
language until 1970
Indian Languages    See Hindi Indo European
Dravidian Austro Asiatic
Indo European Most of the languages of Europe
and of a large part of southwestern Aan belong to
the Indo European family The notable escep
tlons are Hungarian Basque Finnish Lappish
Turkish and the Caucasian languages The major
branches and languages ore Germanic (English
German Dutch Flemish Danish Swedish
Norwegian Icelandic) Romance (French Portu
guese Spanish Italian Rumanipn—all derived
from Latin) Celtic (Gaelic Welsh Breton)
Slavonic (Eussian Polish Czech berbo-Croat
Bulgarian) Baltic (Lithuanian Latvian) Greek
41bimon Armenian Iranian (Persian Afghan)
and Indo Aryan (Hindi Rajastham Punjabi
Bengali)
 Semite Hamitio ramilj of languages chieli
represented by irabic Hirmtic includes the
Berber languages of de»ert nomadb of northern
Africa and the Cushitic tongues of coastal
Ethiopia and faomaua (the ancient Egyptian
language was ilso a member of this group) Tbi,
Seiritic languages include Arabic (q i) Hebrew
(offlc al language of Israel and widely used l>j
Jews all over the world) and Amharic (the official
language of Ethiopia spoken by some 5 million^
Aramaic the language spoken by Chribt is still
spoken m ports of "West Syria
Alkadum one of the oldest recorded languages
and current throughout the Babylonian Empire
was spoken by the Semitic people who came to
Mesopotamia c 2 aOO b o from the Arabian
peninsula Thej took over the cuneiform script of
the non Semitic Sumeriant, although the two Ian
guages had no affinities Akkadian was gradually
replaced by the Aramaic language and alphabet
 
Italian The official language of Italy s 50
million people and spoken by about half a million
in the Ticmo canton of Switzerland With
emigrant speakers exceeding 10 million and as a
language of former colonisation in Africa (pnnci
pally in Libya and. Ethiopia) the language is pro
bably spoken by as many as 65 million Italian
is the most direct descendant of Latin and is thus
related to French and Spanish
Japanese The language spoken by Japan s 95
million people and by some speakers m Korea and
Hawaii Known from the 5th cent ad it has
been considerably influenced throughout its
history by Chinese both in speech and script
Nevertheless it differs markedly in structure and
vocabulary from its neighbour and is more liLely
to be related to Korean although such a relation
ship has not been proved
Malayo Polynesian Family of languages native
to the southwestern Pacific area, with the follow
ing groups Indonesian (including Malay
Javanese Tagalog and Malagasy totalling over
120 million speakers) Melanealan (whicli includes
Austromelanesian and Mlcronesian languages
with just over 1 million speakers) and Polynesian
(including Tahitian Hawaiian, Maori totalling
less than half a million) Malay with over 65
million speakers is the official language of
Indonesia, and is widespread as a lingua franca
throughout the eastern archipelago In Indo
nesia it is called Bahasa Indonesia
 Most ox the Semitic languages have proved
important languages of civilisation during their
history and have a rich literature
Sinittc Family of languages of southeastern
Asia The main languages and groups are
Chinese (g v) Tibetan Burmese and Thai The
last named includes Siamese and Laotian These
and other languages of Thailand are very similar
to one another but the official language ib Lao
(Laotian) The Annamese language of Vietnam
may also belong to the Thai group
Spanish The official language Of Spam, Mexico
and most of the Central American states (except
Brazil Guyana Surinam French Guiana) as well
as of the Greater Antilles and widespread as a
former colonial medium and an important Ian
guage of trade with a total of at least 115 million
speakers Modern Spanish may be Bald to date
from the 10th cent It is very closely related to
Portuguese (Portugal Brazil and colonial tern
tories)
Urallan. Family of languages including Finnish
(4 million m addition to 90 000 speakers of Finnish
m the Soviet "Union) Hungarian (over 10 million)
Lappish (30 000 mainly nomadic) and Samoyedic
languages of the northern coastal regions of the
USSB

